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NEW!! Dylan Kendall Home:
Fall trend alert: Velvet!
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From the Desks of:
Adrienne Borgersen & Lois Eastlund
Where did the summer go?? We were just getting started! Well, there are a few weeks left, and we’re
happy to see you again as we transition into a new season with more great info and fun ideas for a
compassionate and fabulous life!
We want to thank all of you who participated in our subscriber’s poll. We hear you, and the magazine
will evolve to bring you the information you want to know. Therefore, starting in this issue, we’re
adding more about health and body image. We’ve also added an Events Calendar to keep you in
the know with the plant-based community. Attend a fundraiser, visit a new shop and “mangia” at a
new restaurant. Rock them in your best outfit, with your favorite finds from LAFC! Show the world that
vegans are fabulous, have fun and want for nothing!
Can you believe, we have Jane Velez-Mitchell as our cover story?? What a coup! Can you say,
“intimidated”?? Fortunately, after admitting to our nervousness, Jane was so lovely, and in her friendly
and gregarious way, she just laughed and broke the ice with, “Don’t worry, I’m a total goofball.” As
it turned out, we had a very hard time editing all of the interesting and important things she had to
say. We’re bringing you the best parts of our interview. If you want to read the unedited version with
all the juice, tell us!!
Some really talented and wonderful people contributed their ideas to this issue. Many of them are
graduates from Victoria Moran’s Main Street Vegan Academy. Adrienne, a graduate herself, says,
“I really feel like we are in this sort of “Vegan Mafia.” A ‘mafia’ of peace, of course, this experience
has created a real community of friendship and support. I love my peeps, JL Fields, Carmella Lani
Giardinni, Sarah Eastin, Carol Schneider and Linda Arcuri (our special editor and proofreader). Thank
you, my V-Mafiosa!”
We’re also introducing more regular features. We’re very lucky to have contributors such as Dylan
Kendall, Pola Pospieszalka and Hadas Margulies join our team and share with you in every issue.
Last, but certainly not least, I want to give many thanks to our interns, who, during their time with us,
do their very best to keep our perpetually spinning ideas, tasks and schedules manageable.  
A big shout out to Savannah Sarmento, who worked so hard for us this summer and contributed some
great ideas. It’s bittersweet for us to see you move on. We’ll miss you, but we are so proud of you. Your
dedication to everything you do inspires us. And, we couldn’t be more thrilled that you took the leap
to become 100% vegan!! We can’t wait to see how your life unfolds.
Thank you also to our newest intern Gabriela Aste. Gabby, at just 17 years old, you dared to be brave
and approach us, wanting to learn and help. Your future is bright! We so appreciate you and hope
we’re giving to you as much as we are getting from you!
Most of all, I want to thank our advertisers. Your support enables us to keep going and working hard
to bring you and all our readers the best information. We are thrilled to share your wonderful products
and services with our readers as we work together to build a conscious and compassionate world.
You are all a testament that it can be done with fun and with style!
Of course, as always, we couldn’t be more grateful to our readers. Without you, there is no LAFC!
We love receiving your emails and Social Media comments, and we do our best to respond to every
one. Keep them coming! Thank you!!
Peace, Love, Fashion & Compassion,

Adrienne & Lois
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Talk to us!
How are we doing?
What would you like to see?
Do you have a fashion or beauty question?
Are you a vegan fashion or beauty company who
would like to be featured?
Are you interested in collaborating with us?
Connect with us!
We’re real people and we want to hear from you!

www.lafcnyc.com
info@lafcnyc.com
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contributors
Carmella Lanni-Giardina

is social vegan who loves all things digital. She
digs retro fashion, but often ends up in jeans
and a vegan message t-shirt! She’s one-half of
the vegan lifestyle blog team, The Food Duo,
currently based in NYC.

Dylan Kendall

is the CEO of Dylan Kendall Home, a company
which believes our homes should be filled with
fun, functional and responsibly-manufactured
products. She spent 10 years in the public sector
where she founded Hollywood Arts, the only
educational agency in the country to use artsbased education to help homeless youth live
independent lives. She is a foster grandmother,
a cat rescuer, a joy seeker and a farmers market
junkie.

Sarah Eastin,
VLCE, is an Environmental Health Specialist,
Sustainability Innovator, Vegan Chef and animal lover.
She uses her knowledge of the physical world to help
people make the connection between a healthy mind
and body, compassionate lifestyle and healthy planet.
She currently resides in Denver, Colorado with a house
full of dog and cat hair, lots of love, delicious food and
some of the cutest rescued animals you will ever meet.
She has a blog where she writes about all things good
for the planet, people and animals:
healgrowblossom.com
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Carol Schneider

is founder and Chief Simplicity Officer of Simple Size Me, LLC, a
lifestyle coaching practice that guides clients in creating leaner,
lighter living. Through her previous business, ValidVoices, LLC,
she consulted and taught leadership skills at GE, P&G, Chase,
Sumitomo, Viacom, and more. She holds teaching degrees from
Indiana University, business certifications from GE, has taught 1000s
in leadership courses, is a Vegan Lifestyle Coach and is Plant-Based
certified through Cornell University, and has design business training
at Fairfield University. Please visit her at: Simplesizeme.net

Hadas Margulies

is a holistic nutritionist specializing in Chinese medicine, a personal chef, and a pilates instructor. Find her
counseling and food services at HadasMargulies.com,
or chat food with her over a pilates class at Pilates on
the Square.

JL Fields

is a vegan lifestyle coach and educator, Food for Life instructor,
personal chef, career coach, and a corporate consultant. She is
the author of Vegan Pressure Cooking, co-author of Vegan for Her,
writes the monthly vegan dining review for the Colorado Springs
Gazette, and produces and hosts the radio show Easy Vegan on
KCMJ.org.
JL completed the Intensive Study Program at The Christina Pirello
School of Natural Cooking and Integrative Health Studies. She is
certified by the Main Street Vegan Academy and a certified Food
for Life Instructor by Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine. JL provides vegan cooking services, lifestyle coaching and
classes in Colorado Springs and the surrounding area as well nationally and internationally. She is an online strategist for food and
nutrition brands and a career coach to health and wellness professionals.
JL lives in Colorado Springs with her husband Dave and their two
rescued cats, CK and Ernie. She writes the blog JLgoesVegan.com.
Photo: Cole Jones
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Angel across the pond:
Pola Pospieszalska and UK Style

Interviewed by Adrienne Borgersen
Photo: Elen Gales, Dress by Kanjana

tional and amazing people. Some of them I
really looked up to. The one thing they had
in common, apart from obviously being animal lovers, was their diet choice. I did some
research on what I thought was “organic” or
“free range.” Having discovered these labels
mean little if anything, it was just a natural next
step to move to a plant based diet.

We’ve got the scoop on International pop
singer and animal savior Pola Pospieszalska!
She is our newest Fashionista Compassionista,
coming to us on the scene from London, UK!
One of my favorite cities in the world, London
is a fashion mecca and, historically, where the
AB: How does your music tie in to your ethterm “vegan” was born.

ics, image and style as an artist…and evRead on for Pola’s story, her advocacy and eryday?

what’s happening in fashion on the other side
PP: I obviously use the presence in media to
of “the Pond.”
promote an ethical and cruelty free lifestyle. It
AB: When did you become vegan and is so easy nowadays to be glamorous, fit and
what inspired you to adopt a compassion- trendy without actually causing any harm. I try
to show that with my lifestyle.
ate lifestyle?

PP: I’ve been a vegetarian for many years and AB: Tell us how your two organizations,
vegan for almost two years. The only thing I Vegan Angels and K9 Angels, came to be
regret is that I had not gone vegan sooner! It and about your work.

was a bit of a journey and a transition. Once
we had set up K-9 Angels, I got involved in PP: K-9 Angels is a brain-baby of mine and two
all sort of animal rescues. I met many inspira- media colleagues. We set it up 4 years ago
LAFCNYC 8

to save homeless dogs. We wanted to use our
connections and whatever publicity we were
getting to actually do something fulfilling and
something we felt passionate about. At the
moment it is myself and Victoria Eisermann (reality TV star and radio presenter) fronting the
charity and a wonderful team of selfless dedicated people behind the scenes who work
tirelessly to save dogs. We are all dog crazy.

Hair/Make Up: Alexa Riva Ravina
Photo: Reuters

Photo: Max Hamilton

on the Ladies Day to bring to public attention
the 200 horses that are ridden to death every
year on British racecourses.
I have four rescues and Victoria has five. Because both Victoria and I are vegan, we decided to set up a sister organization, Vegan
Angels, to promote the vegan diet and ethical beauty products.

There are quite a lot of things happening in
the UK at the moment within the animal rights
movement, and we try to be the voice for animals and support other amazing organizations
wherever and whenever we can.

AB: I’m loving your new collaboration with
Bourgeois Boheme. Who designed these
super fab boots and where can we get
them?

Photo: Max Hamilton

We also take part in different projects and collaborate with many other charities. Victoria
did many campaigns with PETA, and we judge
every year alongside other celebrities at the
amazing Pup Aid event (a charity set up by
Marc the Vet, raising awareness about cruel
puppy mills and farming).

These gorgeous boots by Bourgeois
Boheme and K9 Angels, raise funds to
rescue homeless dogs. Purchase here.

We work closely with Animal Aid, with whom
we staged the ‘Spectres of Death’ awareness
PP: We always had problems finding boots
demonstration outside of Ascot Racecourse
that were vegan and ethically produced. It’s
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quite a frustrating
experience trying
to find beautiful
footwear that is still
affordable, made
from quality materials and not actually produced in
a sweatshop. Our
boots are made in
Portugal and have
this retro feel about
them.

AB: How easy is it
to shop compassionately in London and around
the UK? What
are your favorite
brands & designers?

they were nowhere to be seen. I see a trend
where people turn their back on cosmetics full
of chemicals and adopt a more natural approach. The mainstream media is full of tips
on vegan dining or fashion too. I am loving
watching the world change.

AB: Is it true that animal testing has been
banned on beauty products in the UK? Is
there a market for imported American
beauty products that are still tested on animals? If so, what do you think about that?
PP: It is always up to the customer whether

there is a market for something or not, usually
because of ignorance and lack of education. Many cosmetics companies misleadingly
claim their products are ‘not tested on animals’ but are not so keen to admit that they
still use animal-tested ingredients. Again, if a
company does not state ANYTHING on their
product it usually means that yes, the animals
Hair/Make Up: Alexa Riva Ravina
Photo: Personal Archive
were involved and it is not an ethical product.
PP: London is famous for the brilliant vintage There are a few previously ethical companies
shops. I do like and appreciate second hand who introduced animal testing to sell their
fashion and you can always find some gems products in China or Russia too.
around Soho and Notting Hill. I love classic
fashion and things that you can wear for years. AB: What are your best beauty tips?
I think Stella McCartney is a perfect brand for
me. I love everything from Stella - the fragrance, PP: The right nutrition, first of all. Water, green
the colors and the gold Falabella bag is simply tea, juicing, unprocessed foods. Exercise is a
gorgeous. For the shoes, definitely Bourgeois must, best if it’s outdoors. I recently ditched
Boheme. I also
all expensive face creams and masks in favor
lately fell in love
of simple coconut and black seed oil. I make
with the new
my body scrub from coffee grains, coconut
up and coming
oil and pure Vitamin C. It works magic! I drink
designer K A N J
a tea spoon of black seed oil in the morning
A N A, for whom
and in the evening, and I use it on my hair and
I modeled few
face too. What you use on your skin is your
dresses in Caliskin’s food, so don’t feed it chemicals. Also,
fornia [this past]
Victoria recently introduced me to Earthzest
June. She uses
cosmetics, which are also 100% natural, vegthe most exquian and chemical free. You can really see a
site French lace
difference after a few days of using these. I
and everything
absolutely swear by their products. Here are
is ethical and Photo: Elen Gales, Dress by Kanjana
few of my favorites:
hand made.
http://earthzest.co.uk/gift-sets/well-balanced-skAB: What’s hot in fashion & beauty in Lon- incare-set-detail
don right now? What trends are you see- http://earthzest.co.uk/face/anti-aging/frankining?
cense-anti-aging-balm-49-73-detail

PP: I think compassion is truly in fashion lately! Thank you, Pola, and welcome aboard! We look forVegan options on the menu now are some- ward to hearing more from you in future issues of LAFC!
thing normal, [whereas a] few years ago
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6 Wearable Technology Innovations

That Are Rocking Fashion Without Cruelty!

Written by Carmella Lanni-Giardina
All photos used with permission

frame into personal, yet social experiences that
you can carry with you in a classic design of platinum, silver, gold and brushed brass. The locket becomes an album of important memories of those
special in your life, gathering them from social media and SMS services. You can browse, like and
send quick messages on each image. Purple also
comes with a mobile app in which you can cusYou do not need to sacrifice style or ethics to sport tomize content and preferences.
the latest in digital gear. The industry is seeing the
rise of start-up companies that are advancing the
fashion world. They are introducing the world to alternatives, devoid of animal sources. Whether you
seek an accessory to gather biometric data to improve your fitness or want to see how a 3D-printed
outfit can change your wardrobe, the possibilities
are becoming endless, and cruelty-free!
The wearable technology industry is booming!
According to Juniper Research, global sales are
forecasted to hit $US 1.4 billion in 2015, thanks to
popular products like Apple Watch and FitBit activity trackers. As functional and portable technology can be, what about fashion and keeping it
vegan?

Here are six start-up companies who are taking
the fashion world by storm!

Photo: OMSignal

Photo: Artefact Group

Purple is the “Locket for the 21st Century.” Produced by the Artefact Group, based in Seattle,
Washington, this piece of jewelry is a true interactive keepsake. It has innovated the digital picture
LAFCNYC 12

OMSignal has created what they call “Biometric Smartwear,” made for fitness and lifestyle activities. These machine-washable and latex-free
compression t-shirts are lightweight and made
from a blend of polyester and elastene to be like
a “second skin” on the body. The “Little Black Box”
that comes with the t-shirt can be clipped and
unclipped. While clipped, it gathers data on your
performance levels that are transmitted via Bluetooth to OM’s iOS mobile app.

Photo: Ringly

Missed calls and unread emails could be a thing
of the past, thanks to Ringly! Get notified of those
important messages by hand…literally! Ringly has
designed 18K gold rings with precious and semiprecious stones like emeralds and pink sapphires.
The ring connects to your phone through mobile
apps for iOS and Android. You customize the alerts
you want to receive and can connect your mobile calendar.

your to-live-for heels into a personal safety communicator. Using LightBlue Bean hardware called
“The Ruby” with Bluetooth technology, you slip
The Ruby into your shoe to connect wirelessly with
your mobile phone. With 3 clicks of your heels,
“there’s no place like…” getting out a sticky situation, making a dinner date or even hailing an
Uber. It can call your phone, text your friends and
order a pizza, using “If this, then that” algorithms.
Who knew your shoes could be as smart as your
phone? Maybe the Wizard!

Photo: Adlens

Photo: Steve Conry from Cinesthetics for Electroloom

UK-based AdlensFocuss has developed and
trademarked eyewear technology called Variable
Power Optics (VPO™). These glasses have adaptable lenses that work with patients’ current vision
prescriptions, from mid-range to reading glasses.
The glasses operate with the lenses on 3 adjustable settings within the eyeglass frame to improve
clarity based on distance and to replicate natural
eye behavior.

Did you grow up playing with Fashion Plates and
dreaming of being a designer? Well, what if that
was entirely possible? Electroloom has developed
the first 3D printer that will help you design and create garments from a desktop, no sewing required.
After a successful Kickstarter campaign in 2015,
the team is beginning work to bring their printer to
market. What will this mean for the fashion world
as a whole? Time will tell!
In this digital age, technology is moving a rapid
pace. Technology is becoming personal, portable
and highly social. Information being right at our
fingertips is real. Fashion is responding to it. We
cannot wait to see what’s new and what’s next to
fit all of our styles!

Photo: iStrategyLabs

Dorothy is the fashion accessory’s accessory! Turn
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Thrifting.......Into Fall
by Lois Eastlund
Photographers: Steven Vandervelden,
Sam Derosa-Farag, Nick Mango
Make Up Artist: Angelica Molina
Models: Tatiana Galliher &
Briana Jamison
Location: Governor’s Island NYC

Q - Help!

I’ve
spent nearly
all of my fall/
winter clothing
budget on
these awesome
accessories!
They are so
worth it, but I
only have $50
left for clothing.
What’s a
Fashionista
Compassionista
to do?

A - LAFC says,
“Go thrifting!!”

On Tatiana:
Red Plaid ruffle cuff shirt,
3/4 sleeve shiny jacket’
Skinny Jeans, all from
Goodwill
Bag: Luca Chiara “Alfredo”
Tote w/Red insert
Boots: Vintage Olsenhaus
Jewelry: Vintage
LAFCNYC 16

Look #1

“Updated Grunge”
Plaid + Denim +
Black = Back to
School Chic.
We put our theory
to the test, by taking
$50 and heading to
a Goodwill outlet in
NYC, to see what
we could find. We
went armed with a
list of current trends in
mind and of course
scouted for items
without leather, fur,
feathers, wool or silk.
We scored 48 items
and put together
over 20 outfits just to
start! Not to mention
the plenty of mix and
match options, as
well.
Here are 8 of our
favorite looks mixed
with gorgeous, new
bags by Gunas
and Luca Chiara;
fabulous boots by
OlsenHaus; and a
some of our own new
and vintage jewelry.
We’ll be showcasing
the rest of the looks
on our pages.

Make sure you follow
us, as we’ll be giving
away some of the
best looks!
Which one is your
favorite? Tell us and
you could win it!
Talk to Us!

Look #2

“70’s Vibe”
Fringed Poncho + Wide
Leg Jeans + Ankle Booties + Turquoise accents
= Casual Cool

On Briana:
Fringed Poncho Sweater
Top,
Bell bottom jeans, both
from Goodwill
Bag: “Monarch” in
Green Tan by Gunas
Ankle Boots: “Frequency” by Olsenhaus
Jewelry: Vintage
LAFCNYC 17

Look #3

“Modern Girly”

Cropped Top + Bow
Striped Mini + Over The
Knee Boots + Pink Bag
= Date Night

On Tatiana:
Crop Sweater and Striped Mini
skirt with Bow detail, both from
Goodwill
Bag: “Cottontail” in Passion Pink
by Gunas
Over the Knee Boots: Cri de
Couer Vegan Leather
Jewelry: Vintage
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Look #4

“Weekender”
Updated Hoodie + Vegan
Leather Mini + Camo Bag
+ Flat Boots = Let’s go
Exploring!

On Briana
Hoodie Sweater and vegan
leather mini skirt, Goodwill
Bag: Luca Chiara “Alfredo”
Tote w/Camo insert
Boots: “Vision” by Olsenhaus
Jewelry: Vintage
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Look #5

“The Greys Have It”
Cropped Top + New Length
Pleated Skirt + Silver + Animal Print Booties +Purple
Bag =
Downtown Fashionista

On Tatiana:
Cropped Cotton Sweater
and knit pleated striped skirt,
Goodwill.
Bag: “Madison” in Eggplant
by Gunas
Boots: Joyce Leslie Stores
Jewelry: Lois Eastlund
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Look #6

“Winter White Rules”
Striped Top + Pleated
Skirt + Plaid Tote + Pearls
= Uptown Brunch

On Briana:
Cropped Sweater,
pleated skirt, Goodwill.
Bag: “Tartan Tote” by
Gunas
Shoes: Rainbow Shops
Jewelry: Vintage
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Look #7

“Rock the 80’s”
Dolman Sleeve Top +
Turquoise Skinny Jeans +
Ankle Booties = Concert
Tonight!

On Tatiana:
Black dolman sleeve
cropped sweater, turquoise
skinny jeans, Goodwill.
Vegan Suede Ankle Boots:
Strawberry Stores
Jewelry: Vintage
LAFCNYC 22

Look #8

“Modern Velvet”
Plaid Top + Velvet Mini
+ Oversized Tote = After
Work Drinks

On Briana:
Print top, velvet mini skirt,
Goodwill.
Bag: Luca Chiara “Alfredo”
Tote w/black insert
Boots: Rainbow Shops
Jewelry: Vintage
LAFCNYC 23
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Happy Homes Make Happy People®
Animal-Friendly Tips for Happy Homes
Written by Dylan Kendall
Photos by: Mark Kerckeart

Our homes are our most inspired, happy places. As more of us adopt a vegan lifestyle,
we find decisions about food and fashion becoming easier to solve, but what about our
homes? Is it possible to have a happy home that both reflects our design sense while
respecting our vegan values? Yes, your home can mirror your vegan values without
sacrificing good design and your personal style. Your home can be chic and a refuge
for two, three and four-legged loved ones. In upcoming issues, I’ll share tips on how to
have an animal-friendly and animal cruelty-free home by making better choices, from
your cleaning supplies to your furniture. Happy Homes Make Happy People!®
As we head into fall, home décor trends shift into deeper colors, heavier fabrics and
richer textures. One of my favorite accent changes for fall and winter is to add velvet
touches to my home. Pastel pillows become replaced with burnt oranges and golds,
and adding velvet brings a richness that perfectly compliments the holiday season.
Is velvet vegan? Velvet, historically, is not vegan. Velvet first refers to the weave of a
fiber, not the content of the material. Traditionally, velvet fabric was woven out of silk
fibers. The material was expensive and reserved for only the very wealthy, giving the
velvet weave the connotation of being a luxury fabric. Velvet woven out of silk fibers is
still popular, but the material ranges in the hundreds of dollars a yard, thus making garments made from silk velvet quite costly. More recently, velvet has been woven out of
cottons, semi-synthetic fibers or synthetic fibers like polyester or nylon. The advantages
to velvets made from non-silk fibers are many. The fabrics are more durable and more
affordable to start. For home, synthetic fibers also are the primary material of choice because they are more durable than silk. So yes, velvet is vegan. However, please read
all manufacture labels just to be certain that there is no silk blended in; all material is
required to state the fabric content.
I personally love velvet year round, and one of my accent chairs is upholstered in a
gorgeous synthetic blend of turquoise velvet. I love juxtaposing texture in a room, and
velvet has one of the most unique textures due to the high sheen of the material. I’ve
rounded up some of my other favorite velvet accents on the web. Happy Shopping!
West Elm has some stunning velvet accents for fall, including this gorgeous mid century
sofa! Try very minimal, modern furniture with rich velvet curtains to bring a level of luxury
to your room.
I love velvet accent pillows, as changing up pillows is the easiest way to make a room
fresh again. Just make certain you’re getting the synthetic fill pillow, as we’re not down
with down.
Velvet isn’t just for living rooms. Want to make your bedroom extra special? Pottery Barn
has stunning velvet quilts to bring your room into fall.
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“I love velvet
accent pillows, as
changing up pillows is
the easiest way to make
a room fresh again. Just
make certain you’re
getting the synthetic fill
pillow, as we’re not
down with down.”

One of my favorite ways to accommodate
extra guests in tight spaces is by keeping
stools and poofs around. Try one in velvet
for extra holiday flair!
And how do you clean velvet? The fastest
way to pick up pet fur is the Forever Furless.
Shown in action here: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=y0NdX-KRaPk
Available at Amazon or Bed Bath and Beyond.
And keeping a steam cleaning unit around
is a perfect way to make sure the fabric
stays fresh!

Skirt: Designer Heidi Abra
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An Afternoon with Jane Velez-Mitchell:
Individualist, Warrior, Survivor.
Interviewed by Adrienne Borgersen
Photos: Steven Vandervelden, Nick Mango
Make-up/Hair: Candice Crawford

We were invited to the charming, midtown
Manhattan apartment where Jane Velez-Mitchell
lives with her girlfriend, Donna Dennison, their 3
dogs; Cabo, Foxy, Rico and Tux the cat. Donna is a
marketing expert and video editor who is credited
by Jane as the brains behind their video series,
JaneUnChained.com. I thought we’d talk about
her whole life, as I’d just read her autobiography,
“I Want”. Of course I knew she was vegan, and
I have been following JaneUnchained.com,
but what I didn’t expect was the overwhelming
passion for animals and for the couple’s new
media platform. In her own, inimitable style, with
laser focus on the subject, Jane strives to not only
expose the atrocities to animals, but also to raise
visibility for all of the wonderful and very hard
work being done around the world, fighting for
and supporting a full life embodying compassion
and love. Her booming “made for TV” voice
and hearty, infectious laugh create this genuine
image of an individualist, a warrior and a survivor.
Here is Jane in her own words, on where her life is
now and the future she is determined to create for
herself, for animals and the world.   
AB: We know you as a television journalist, who
most recently had her own show on HLN. You’ve
also guest hosted on Nancy Grace, not to mention
the many news networks you’ve worked with
around the country. Tell us about JaneUnChained
and how that came about.
JVM: Well, it was interesting. I had a fabulous run
with my cable show. I came home and Donna
gave me a “Go-Pro” camera for my birthday. We
tried it out once and I think she had it [strapped]
on her head or something while [she was] on her
bicycle and crashed. It was hilarious, the whole
world went upside down! We were intrigued by
this tiny, little “Go-Pro.” We decided to take it to a
demonstration and shoot with it. We shot one and
then another and realized that the mainstream
media is totally ignoring these demonstrations!
And, some of them were sizable! For example, in
the dead of winter, when it was 9 degrees, we were
outside the Barclays Center in Brooklyn. There had
to be well over 100 people from all sorts of animal
rights groups represented. A whole, wide array
of them, chanting and demonstrating against
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Ringling Brothers [Barnum and Bailey Circus]
and JaneUnChained.com was the only news
media there.   We kinda knew that animal rights
don’t get covered a lot. But, it’s really stunning,
shocking and upsetting that these demonstrations
on very important issues, all over New York City,
were simply not being covered. And there were
times where we knew that media alerts were sent
out. Another example, [there have been protests]
against the NY Blood Center and the Chairman of
the Board of Trustees. The NY Blood Center is being
criticized by a host of groups around the United
States, including Jane Goodall, for experimenting
on Liberian Chimpanzees for decades and they
decided recently that they did not want to pay for
the funding [to care for them after releasing them]
and, according to the Humane Society, leaving
their fates to chance, essentially leaving them to
starve to death. The Humane Society stepped in
and came to their rescue, but it’s an interim solution
and a very important issue. I know it was covered
in the New York Times initially and one small Real
Estate Blog, “The Real Deal.” I know for a fact that
the news desks were contacted all over the place.

But nobody showed up [to this protest] except also speak for those voiceless animals. We’re not
JaneUnChained.com.  We realized we need to just going to let somebody give a PR statement
get around this news media blackout. The blackout and not check it out. Someone once described
exists because animals don’t have public relations journalism by saying, “comfort the afflicted and
people and lobbyists. But, if you look at advertisers afflict the comfortable.”   
in the media, they are often the exploiters; the
meat and dairy companies are giant exploiters AB: You’ve also written non-fiction books and an
and test on animals. These companies do have autobiography. What are the differences in the
the lobbyists and PR.  We decided right then and thought and planning processes between being a
there, let’s become a multi-platform, multi-media journalist and an author?  
news outlet reporting [on] animal rights and the
compassionate lifestyle. The protests and the JVM: Oh, that’s an interesting question. My
alternatives. So, we covered it like a regular news books were very varied.  First of all, the difference
story. We do mention
between
daily
news
the other side, as we use
reporting and writing a
journalistic
standards.
book is that once you do
“I use something called
Donna edited it, posted
that daily report, you’re on
Connect Pal. For $2.99 per
it and reached 110,000 month, less than a cup of coffee,
to the next thing. With a
people and got 30,000
book it’s really an extended
you’ll
see
“Defining
Moments,”
views! That is equivalent,
process, it evolves and takes
where we show interviews with
believe it or not, to certain
on a life of its own. You
people who are changing the
shows out there. And this
don’t know exactly where
world for animals and ask, “what it’s going to end up.  It’s a
exists permanently on
the internet, so it can be was their defining moment?”    But fascinating journey and a
viewed over and over
longer process.   With one,
the main thing is, it’s donation
and shared.  We’ve done based. If I can get 1000 people to Simon and Schuster literally
well over 125 videos since
called me up and said
sign
up,
it
will
give
us
$3000,
enough
last November [2014]. We
they’d love for me to write
to boost the [Facebook] posts of a book about trials. What
are gathering viewers,
all of our videos. This makes the
who are sharing the
was interesting was [the
videos. We’re shocked
publisher’s] premise: Trials
difference between something
that everywhere we go
being seen by 5,000 people and are one of the few venues
around the world and
in society where you get to
50,000 people.”
whomever we speak to,
see secrets spilled out in the
people tell us, “Oh, we
open. Often, things [people]
know JaneUnChained.com! and have shared your wouldn’t even tell their spouse, lover or psychiatrist.
videos.”   There is a global movement happening Then I came up with the idea of, “toxic secrets of
and we want to connect the dots. We want murder.” I had my marching orders, but I had very
compassionate people to share these videos.   We little time to write the book. I took the files I had
all have our animal rights circle of friends and our from the various trials and thought, what are the
vegan circle of friends. Then we have our circle of tallest piles? The tallest piles were 24 cases, [which
friends who are friendly to the cause, but not really I] divided into how many months I had and how
that committed. Then we have our circle of friends many words I needed. The fascinating part about
who don’t care, or who have not yet learned why it, was that in every single case, our hypothesis,
they want to care. And then we have people who that toxic secrets can lead to murder, came true! It
don’t get it at all. When we share the videos, we wasn’t planned in advance! I actually pinpointed
will start to get all of those people in.    
the toxic secrets in each case.  (Editor’s note: This
became her 2008 book “Secrets Can Be Murder:
AB: What is your approach to journalism and The Killer Next Door” .)  The other thing is that you
interviews?
sort of get to put your life philosophy in a non-fiction
book, a little bit.   It’s your take. For example, I
JVM: I’ve been a journalist since I graduated NYU wrote another book [in 2011], “Addict Nation”.
in 1977, and before that I was doing public access Now, I’m a recovering alcoholic and in April I
interviews, book reviews and things like that. I feel celebrated 20 years of sobriety. So those are the
that journalism’s purpose is to expose the truth and glasses that I wear in life, through things that I’ve
shatter stereotypes, not enforce them. Ultimately, learned from the program of sobriety. I analyzed
to speak for the voiceless and powerless. That’s all of our societal problems through the prism of
why we call JaneUnChained.com, “Videos for addiction. My personal belief is that everyone has
the Voiceless.”   We cover the news, but we some kind of addiction, even if it’s the invisible
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addiction of codependency. That can be the
most pernicious addiction. That’s the person who’s
addicted to the addict, or addicted to the drama
in somebody else’s life. They are the enablers,
they co-sign [behavior] and make excuses, and
otherwise perpetuate the behavior of the addict,
whether its alcohol, illegal or prescription drugs,
food, gambling, sex, codependency, the list goes
on and on.
Just taking that whole idea and expanding it.   That
was fun and something you can do more easily in
a book. That’s not being a reporter. While you’re
working with an editor, you’re still a little bit more
of your own boss, when you write a book. That’s
the short answer - lol!   
AB: Of all the stories you’ve covered, which stand
out as favorites and why?
JVM: I can’t answer that in a “regular” way.
My favorite stories have always been animal
stories.   I’ve been very blessed to have won four
Genesis awards for the reporting I’ve done. That
was also with teams of people, not just me. TV
journalism is a collaborative process; there were
people that helped make that happen. Definitely
being able to do animal stories has always been
my greatest source of gratification, because they
are under reported. Nobody is speaking for these
animals that have the emotional and intellectual
development of small children! If there were
Tux the Cat watches our interview.
photo: Lois Eastlund
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billions of human children being ignored, tortured
and abused, there would be people screaming
from the rooftops! It would be an outrage! It is
an outrage! We have to do something about
it! It’s the moral crisis of our time! It will become
the social justice movement of the twenty-first
century, without a doubt in my mind. This is just
the beginning. It is the litmus test for civilization. It’s
the final frontier.  I’m an out lesbian, I’m a Latina
(I’m Puerto Rican and Irish), I’m involved in a lot
of progressive issues. But of all of them, this, to me,
stands out because we are talking about, just in
terms of factory farming, the torture and slaughter
of nine billion animals [per year] in the United
States alone. It’s beyond comprehension and
it’s unnecessary. I’m living proof of it. I’ve been
vegan for eighteen or nineteen years. My girlfriend
is vegan. You are vegan. We do not need to kill
animals. We do not need to kill one animal, much
less nine billion of them.    
AB: When did the vegan lifestyle present itself to
you and what made you want to transition?  
JVM: My mom, who passed away recently, was
really the force of compassion in our family. She
is from Puerto Rico and as a child had what she
thought was a pet pig. She came home one day
and the pig was killed for food and on the dining
room table. She smelled the pig and fainted. I
can’t say she immediately became vegetarian at
that point, but she shunned meat for her life. She
lived almost 100 years, so I can’t speak for when
I wasn’t around. But when I was growing up, my
mother shunned meat. I was born in what I would
call a “pescatarian” household. Although, we had
a country house and had cookouts, where people
would bring meat to the cookouts. I wouldn’t allow
that now.  But she was the one who really raised
me with that compassion in mind, and we did not
have meat in our house in the city. We ate cheese,
eggs and fish. We thought we were vegetarians,
but we weren’t, really. We were on a journey. As I
grew and went out on my own as a journalist, after
graduating NYU and [after] I got my first job in Ft.
Meyers, I started to only eat shellfish. So I was kind
of half-assed vegetarian. It was a long progress
to veganism.    About 18 years ago, I interviewed
Howard Lyman, “The Mad Cowboy”, after he had
written his book and had been involved in the
whole Oprah thing where she [announced she
would] stop eating hamburgers and then was
sued by the cattle industry. [In the interview,] he
was talking about the horrors of factory farming.
He had gotten sick and made a pact with God
that if he survives, he is going to reveal the secrets
of the industry. I think he was a 4th generation
cattle rancher. Afterwards, he and his PR person
Marr Nealon, who I’ve come to know and love as

a very fierce activist, said to me, “I hear you’re a
vegetarian. Do you consume dairy?” And I said
yes, kind of shame faced because they had just
explained the connection between the veal
calves and how dairy is all part of the exploitation
of animals. Then Marr just pointed her finger right
at me and said, “Liquid Meat!” The second she

because I did a cabbage diet once, lol! You can
live on a sack of potatoes for a month! And then,
make it a game, make it fun. It’s not a sacrifice,
it’s an adventure!!   Look, I was a blackout drinker.
A lush. I couldn’t go one day without Chardonnay.
I did not think I would live without alcohol. I would
tell myself every day that I’m not going to drink

Jane and Rico during our cover shoot.

said that, it just hit me…and I went vegan. I never
ate meat or dairy again.
    
AB: What advice or thoughts would you give
someone wanting to be vegan?
JVM: First, I would say watch [the videos] “Meet
your Meat” and “Farm to Fridge.” They are
twelve minutes each. Twenty-four minutes that
will change your life. You need to bear witness
and confront the truth. It’s important. People say
they don’t want to see something that’s horrific.
You don’t have to see it over and over, just bear
witness to it once; that will help you. Because this
is a moral choice, an ethical choice. Yes, it’s also a
great health choice. I maintain, despite all of the
false propaganda that the lifestyle is expensive, I
think it’s cheaper. Much cheaper. We shop and
get a whole bunch of vegetables and it doesn’t
cost as much as it does to buy a slab of steak.
You can survive for a week on a cabbage. I know

tonight, and every night I had a glass in my hand. I
had a psychic shift twenty years ago and haven’t
had a drink since. People who say, “I could never
give up meat or dairy,” I say, I thought I could never
give up alcohol. But I have, and I’m much happier
for it. I would never want to go back to the way I
was. As the old cliché goes, “My worst day sober is
better than my best day drunk.” It’s the same way
with meat eating. It’s such a wonderful, spiritual gift
to know that [despite your] screw ups throughout
the course of the day, when you put your head
on the pillow at night, you didn’t kill anything. The
sad, standard American diet is highly restrictive.
There is a whole world of food out there. It’s fun!  I
have a wallet and a belt made of recycled rubber
tires. How fun is that? I mean, who wants to do the
same old thing over and over again? This is like
being born again. When I got sober, I felt like I had
a whole new life. I saw the world through whole,
new, different-colored glasses. And when you
go vegan, you have a brand new life! You get
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to reinvent yourself. You’re a member of a very
special club.   We were recently in Prague. We
immediately whipped out our “Happy Cow” app,
and within 10 minutes of our hotel, we were in a
vegan restaurant, [and] made friends with all the
waiters and staff, as we’re all vegan. We made
friends in every place we went, because we went
to vegan restaurants. It’s a fun club!    They have
Veggie Meet Ups here, where they go restaurant
and club hopping. I’d say vegans are more
attractive than the general population (as we can
prove right here in this room, lol!). People who say
they can’t meet anyone, I say, go to Veggie Date!
I asked a friend to come with me and she didn’t
go. I met this guy, who wasn’t for me, but was
the most gorgeous guy, a veterinarian, single and
looking to meet someone. She is such an idiot for
not coming! I have such a good radar for this stuff,
lol!   So I would say if you want to have a good life,
go vegan!  

AB: Who have been your greatest teachers?  

AB: You’ve already talked a bit about how and
why these animal stories are not covered. What
can we do to change this?  

JVM: Wow…I feel like, Ingrid Newkirk, over the
course of her career, has led this effort, and she’s
definitely my hero. We offered her a ride from
Washington D.C. recently. I was very blessed
that there was horrible traffic (lol!) so we were
stuck for several hours together. I was able to
talk to her and give her all my philosophies! She
was very patient and listened, because I talk a
lot! It was such a thrill to be able to chat with her.
Here’s a person who has probably seen more
suffering than anybody over the years. She had
the foresight to really start this movement. Yet,
she maintains her sense of humor, her sense of
the irony of all things. There have been major
campaigns that have been drummed up by
industries that exploit animals. She and PETA are
such a powerful force, that [these industries]
have created entire front groups to go after PETA.
I want to make it absolutely clear, do not buy it!
Do not buy the BS! PETA are doing incredible
work; I have been covering them for decades.
They are the most extraordinary group.    

JVM: Insanity is doing the same thing over and
over again and expecting a different result. This
is why we started JaneUnChained.com. First,
please, I humbly ask that everyone support
JaneUnChained.com.   [I have a] Facebook page,
where most of the videos are seen. Our goal is
to become the national, even global, clearing
house for news and videos. The key for us is to get
people to share the videos. But we do need to
get funding to boost the videos [on Facebook].
We’d also like to get YouTube boosts. There are a
lot of ways we could exponentially increase video
views and really string them out.  I use something
called Connect Pal. For $2.99 per month, less than
a cup of coffee, you’ll see “Defining Moments,”
where we show interviews with people who are
changing the world for animals and ask, “what
was their defining moment?”    But the main thing
is, it’s donation based. If I can get 1000 people
to sign up, it will give us $3000, enough to boost
the [Facebook] posts of all of our videos. This
makes the difference between something being
seen by 5,000 people and 50,000 people. This is
the equivalent of mainstream media. We’re only
using the money to boost the posts.   

Gene Baur is also someone who has really taken
something that was very small and made it into
something extraordinary. Then there are younger
people like Nathan Runkle, who has taken an
experience he had as a child, with some animal
abuse inside the school system, and decided
to do something about it. The real heroes, in
addition to those people, are the people who
go undercover to the factory farms and the
laboratories, risking their lives, bearing witness
to this torture and not doing anything to stop it,
even though they want to. I honestly don’t know
how they do it. I’ve met some of these people
and they blow my mind, by doing what they’ve
done and [continuing] to do it.   And my mom,
who was so ahead of her time. She was doing
yoga in the 1940’s when nobody knew what
yoga was. My parents went macrobiotic; they
were very trendy—they did that in the 50’s. The
compassion, the pescatarian household…we
thought we were vegetarian, but we weren’t.
It was a long time ago. I’m going to be 60 in
September. So, when I was a kid, my mother
was really trying to be vegetarian. She was a
great inspiration.    

I’m considering becoming a nonprofit, but my
basic philosophy is that journalism is not a nonprofit
[industry]. So why should we, because we care
about animals, always be in the nonprofit world?
Why can’t we bring compassion to commerce? So
that’s why I’m still…figuring it out.  We’re already
seeing a lot of sharing. But the post boosts really
super charge and super size the work.  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AB: In your autobiography, “I Want,” the stories
of your childhood often began with very
“interesting” personal style choices, which I
loved! They were very individual and unique,
to say the least! What influenced those style
choices? What were you trying to express?    
JVM: Oh yes, I used to wear a pith helmet and a

white Nehru jacket. I also had a Sherlock Holmes
cap and a Florence Nightingale cape. You know,
I was a hippie. Much to my father’s consternation,
as he was a conservative Republican. He would
say to me, “Why do you dress like a farmer’s
daughter??” He was very perplexed by my style
choices. I guess I was just trying to be like all kids,
just stand out and be different. Actually, when we
were up in the country, we had neighbors who
often babysat for me. Frank and Adelaide were
the cutest, older couple. Frank wore a pith helmet.
I just loved him and I got the idea from him and
got the helmet from him. I think I got the Nehru
jacket from my mother. I just thought it was cool.
[The helmet] saved me, too, I had a car accident
wearing that helmet. I was with my boyfriend at
the time, Louie, wearing
this outfit. We were at 79th
and Park [Ave] and this
limo hit us. I think I hit my
head on the windshield.
I got out of the car and
out of the limo comes
Jacqueline Onasis and
Lee Radziwill, and they
skirted off. At the time, I
didn’t really know who
they were, but the next
day, some paparazzi had
tracked me down, called
me at home and asked
if I would take some
photos. I guess I figured
out sometime during the
process who had been
in the other car. But I
went and posed with my
pith helmet and my two
black eyes. I thought it
was a lot of fun!!
AB:
How
has
your
personal style evolved?
How would you describe
it now?  
JVM: One reason I think I drank, was because I
was really trying to be heterosexual. That’s what
society told me I should be, and I was on that
course. When I came out as a lesbian, I felt like
I got out of the “vertical casket,” was able to be
myself and realized that my style is much more
like pants, shirts and sneakers. I really didn’t enjoy
wearing dresses. I’m not saying I’ll never wear one
again, maybe at a gala, but I don’t know.   I really
love these Dansko vegan sneakers. They are my
favorite, they have a little height, I have several
pairs of them. They don’t make them anymore,
so I’ve been hunting them down on eBay. I feel

like I’m not fashionable in terms of clothing.
Donna has a great sense of style—it’s not vanity,
it’s just an innate sense of style. I’m not interested
in clothing or any of that; I just like it to be really
simple, functional and slimming. I’m usually in a
black tank top or shirt, jeans or pants and sneakers.
And blazers, I have tons of blazers.   In a perfect
world and if money were no object, I would design
clothes from recycled fabric. Ideally that’s what
I’d like to do. I should do that!  
AB: Do you have a favorite designer?  
JVM: Ummm…Dansko! Lol! They’re not 100%
vegan, though. For dress shoes, I do love Novacas.
And I’ll do a shout out to Vaute Couture because
I’ve met Leanne, and I
do plan to shop there.   
AB: Is there a beauty
product that you couldn’t
live without?   
JVM: I make my own
body lotion. It’s a work in
progress. I use almond
oil, add eucalyptus,
lavender, tea tree oil and
a dash of pine. Lately,
because Donna found
coconut oil, I’ve been
using that, too. Coconut
oil is also great on its
own.    I’ve never really
purchased a perfume
or cologne. I don’t buy
them. I don’t like to buy
those things; it’s like a
waste of money, and it’s
more fun to make your
own. And, I know exactly
what the ingredients
are. There are so many
products with a horrific
number of chemicals in them.   I wrote about this
in “Addict Nation”…women are putting a crazy
number of chemicals on their bodies every day
and they have no idea what they are. Europe are
so far ahead of us in terms of getting rid of toxic
chemicals. I would say to people in the United
States, don’t buy any major brands. I try to buy
everything quirky and off beat from the health
food store.   Now, let me say this. I’ve had some
unsettling discoveries recently. It turns out some
of the brands we think are OK have been sold to
companies that test on animals.  I was chagrined
that Tom’s Naturals is now owned by Colgate. I
have this in my bathroom. I only just found out about
it the other day. I want to switch to Kiss My Face.
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But now I have to research who may have bought
Kiss My Face. NYX, a cruelty free brand, is now
owned by L’Oreal, who do test on animals. MAC,
which I used to own, is no longer cruelty free. It’s
like we’re going backwards on animal testing. We
thought we were buying these off beat products,
but they become so successful, they are bought
out by bigger companies that are not as cruelty
free. It’s a quandary. Now, some people say that
by buying these products, you’re providing the
path for the bigger companies to switch to these
products because those are the things that sell. I
don’t know, I don’t have the answer.    

profit, instead of long-term. There is something
called the “National Happiness Index.” America
is not the highest on the National Happiness
Index. We need to stop focusing so much on
consumption. For the sake of our planet and our
own personal happiness. Keeping up with the
Joneses is a losing battle. There’s always going to
be somebody with more stuff and nicer stuff. You’re
never going to win that game. Once you’re free
of it, it’s very liberating. That doesn’t mean you
have to live a monastic life of total deprivation;
it’s about moderation. But it really boils down to
asking yourself, “why am I buying this?”   

AB: Tell us more about your views on
overconsumption and why it goes against a
compassionate life?   

AB: These last questions are my “Oprah” questions.
Finish these sentences:

JVM: It’s very hard not to overconsume in this
society. The media pushes you to consume every
day. It’s like trying to live without plastic. I tried
to bring my reusable container [to] the airport
and they wouldn’t accept it. Hospitals use tons of
products that are not recycled and [are] thrown
into the main garbage.
The bottom line is happiness is an inside job. There
is no “thing” that is going to make you happy for
more than a few minutes. It wears off and then
you’re stuck with yourself again.   The big realization
that I had is that status symbols are a contrarian
indicator. If you need a status symbol, you suffer
from low self-esteem. I think it’s also criteria. You
may find something that’s aesthetically beautiful
and want to have it, for the right reasons. You can
have something that is of material value, but you
have to ask yourself why, what is your intention?
Because I really need it? Because it’s something
that aesthetically pleases me? Or am I consuming
to run away from something? Something that’s
bothering me so I’m using the consumption like a
drug. I think we all do that. Am I doing it to raise my
status? Am I doing it to try to give myself a special
image instead of really being that person…like a
flashy sports car to be sexy?   We are bigger than
consumers. Consumers are not as great as being
a citizen. To reduce us to being mere consumers is
really to just turn us into part of a machine. Like our
role is just to consume. I don’t think that’s our role.
I also think this constant obsession with growth…
every company has to grow, profits have to be
bigger next quarter or they are somehow a failure.
The other side of that coin is that this consumption is
destroying our planet. It’s short-sighted thinking.   
When I was in Detroit, I drove by GM and thought
a-ha, look who killed the electric car. And in the
process, they killed Detroit and a lot of other great
American things, by thinking in terms of short-term
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Animals are…: JVM: worthy of rights, freedom
from suffering, freedom of movement, freedom
of expression, freedom from exploitation and they
are not ours to eat, wear, exploit or kill. Period.   
My life’s work is…:  JVM: trying to make the world
a better place, for animals and by extension the
environment and all who live on this planet.
The world needs…:  JVM: everybody to wake
up, stop animal exploitation now and start reexamining their habits. Looking at what is on their
plates and changing that. Peace begins on your
plate, as my buddy Patty Shenker said. That’s one
of my favorite sayings.   
Later that day, after her photoshoot with us,
Jane and I shared a cab and I got to share my
philosophies with her. I’m sure I felt like she did in
that car with Ingrid Newkirk. I gave her a great site
to get vegan cowboy boots (which she bought),
a few more compassionate cosmetic companies
to look into, connected her with activist Pola
Pospieszalska for when she and Donna would be
in London (Pola is also interviewed in this issue) and
brainstormed more ways for us to work together. I
hope I’ve done Jane’s story justice. Her insights
and passion for the vegan lifestyle and driving
force to take action every day are an inspiration
to us all. And now that she and Donna read LAFC,
I hope they have an easier time choosing from all
of the amazing cruelty free products out there.
But, ultimately, people like Jane and Donna have
the best style of all…compassion in their hearts.    

This article is dedicated to

Anita Velez-Mitchell.
Thank you for your lifelong compassion,  your talent, your energy, your inspiration.
  
And also, thank you for Jane, we need her!
Watch a wonderful tribute video here
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MUD = Mindfullness Using Desserts.
I met owner Miriam while vending at the NYC Vegan
Shop Up. Lucky me, I got to share a table with her
(and taste test!) This delicious creamy dessert is a
combo of soft serve and mousse. It’s gluten free, dairy
free and made from dates, coconut milk, raw cashews, vanilla and unsweetened raw cacao powder.
The jar I brought home was gone that night! A portion
of their sales goes to the fight against MS.

L

photo: used with permission by The Paleo Factory

Crazy Rumors Lip Balm
What can I say? It’s vegan,
natural, and it keeps my
lips soft! I’m sold.
photo: Lois

ois
oves

A few of Lois’
Favorite Finds!

Did you know the #1 requested item
at homeless shelters are socks? I
didn’t know until I heard about Bombas. They donate 1 pair of socks for
every pair purchased. They come in
fabulous color combinations, and,
most importantly, they’re cotton!
#BeeBetter
photo: Lois
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Tick Tock Naturals Bug Spray
This past summer was not a big
mosquito season, but with the
unpredictable weather we’ve
been having, they seem to linger
all year round. I never leave the
house without this in my bag. All
natural, and organic with a pleasant scent, it’s a must have for
those who attract the little devils.
photo: Lois

I heard about Pure Genius from two separate people
within two days. It was definitely meant to be, (and
owner Nancy Kalish was kind enough to drop some off
for me to try!) These brownies and blondies are absolutely delicious! They’re made with beans!, (not flour). They
contain no artificial ingredients, are nut, soy and gluten
free, non-GMO, and of course, vegan. They’re debuting
at the Expo East trade show on September 17th, so look
for them soon in a natural foods store near you.
Photo: Lois

Batch Organic Bar Soaps
I found these at The Seed Expo. They are so
beautiful, great for guest baths or a special
treat for yourself. My fave is the lavender and
calendula, its smells awesome. The coffee with
peppermint, smells like cookies!
Photos used with permission by Batch Organics

Cat ring by
Meowingtons
Sure, I dig kitchy cat
things. I love the
way it wraps around
my finger, like how
my fur kids curl up
on my lap. Could
not be cuter!
Photo, Adrienne’s
own.

A

The

-List

A few of Adrienne’s
Favorite Finds!

92 Villages hand woven baskets from Senegal
I found these at a street fair over the summer. The owner,
Professor Serigne Diouck, explained that they are part of a
project to support women in Sengal, so they have income
and education. Proud to have them in my home. My cats
also like the fresh, grassy smell and try to get inside!
FB: Afromarketplace
Photo, Adrienne’s own.

Heisel Hat
Simple and super cool.
100% organic cotton knit
with reflective tape.
If I ever take up running
at night in the cold
weather, I will wear this.
Photo used with permission
by Sylvia Heisel

Vegan necklace by Michelle Leon
A birthday present from someone
special. Silver with turquoise accent.
I love turquoise. This is a truly vegan
necklace. Many metals are buffed
with boar bristles. Michelle Leon
uses a completely animal product
free process.
Photo used with permission by
Michelle Leon
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Round Girl Goes Shopping
Written by JL Fields

A skinny woman makes the decision to go vegan. Then she falls in love with cooking, stops running marathons, and suddenly, she needs bigger
clothes. As she grows rounder and happier, she
discovers the “other vegans” around her aren’t
quite approving of her olive oil-loving, gluten-full,
and occasional cupcake-eating ways.
What’s a round girl to do?
Go shopping.

In my heart of hearts, I’m a gal who loves fabulous
shoes, girlie make-up, and cute clothes—and now
I want all of those items vegan and cruelty-free—
but in the vegan fashion world, it’s a little hard to
find adorable clothes designed for someone like
me, a woman who wears double-digit sizes.

and felt limited in her selections. She sure was. And
I also realized that most of what she selected was
designed to hide my body. Tunic tops, loose skirts,
baggy everything.
I suggested the shopper take a look at what I was
wearing to get an idea of my style: a simple black
dress over cotton capri leggings, draped in a long
brown cotton wrap, and brown vegan leather
boots. I explained that we didn’t need to cover
up my curves. I hadn’t highlighted the fact that

I had them in order to conceal them; in fact, her
job was to accentuate them.
See, I’ve been wearing my boobs and belly pretty
prominently lately. I’m amazed by how quickly
people glance at my stomach. (You don’t think I
see that?) After feeling bad about this for a while, I
decided to tackle it head on. I go so far as to introduce my belly to students who attend my cooking classes and workshops—right around the time
I’m explaining why I went vegan (for the animals),
and that contrary to what people believe, I can
have this belly and be remarkably healthy.

A year ago, I called a local, higher-end department store to schedule a session with a personal
shopper, something I’ve never done before. On
the phone, I explained that I was going on a book
tour and wanted an “author-ly” look with clothes
that could also hold up well during a cooking
demonstration. I told her I was 49, a very curvy
pear shape in the size 12 to 14 range, and that I Not all vegans are tanned, glowing, wrinkle-free,
was vegan, so I didn’t want to see anything made long-haired, thin, and young. Some of us are over
with animal fibers.
50, sport our grey hair with pride, and are round.
We exist. I exist. So cruelty-free designers, dress us
When I walked into the dressing room, I wanted up, will you? Drape us in darling, compassionate
to cry. The clothes looked exactly like what my big-girl clothing. We’ll buy it. Promise.
grandmother would have worn: reminiscent of
polyester slacks with button-down, collared tops.
My shopper said she had no idea how much animal fiber was used in clothing (tell me about it!)
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Companies That Give Back:

Tails of NYC RescueMen—Compassion is Hot!

Jason Smith and Pam the Pitt

Written by Adrienne Borgersen, with excerpts from an interview with The Huffington Post, used with permission.
Photos: Petra Romano

Question: What’s better than a calendar full of hot men?
Answer: A calendar full of hot men and their rescue animals, that supports animal shelters!
The second annual Tails of RescueMen 2016 calendar is here, thanks to the ongoing efforts of Felicia
Greenfield and Jen Halpern.

So, who are Felicia and Jen?

Felicia has lived in New York for twenty years. For
ten of those years, she was a Marketing Manager
for MLB and NHL. She has now been an actor and
commercial print model for the last nine years. She
lives with her two daughters (Danielle 9, Morgan 7)
and husband, Nick.
And, of course, there’s 12-year-old Kicho, their
Yorkie. He is loved very much, but Felicia admits, “I
have such guilt that I bought him from a breeder.
I just didn’t know enough back then to Adopt,
Not Shop! for my best friend. It’s one of the many
motivational factors for me now, knowing that I
easily could have saved a life.”

She developed Grandpa Dave’s Creature Comforts
as a way for her young daughters to continually pay
it forward. This small, family-run charity collects comfort items, including bedding, toys, and treats, for
the animals at Animal Care Centers of NYC (ACC).
Felicia Greenfield (left) and Jen Halpern (right)

Jen grew up in NYC and has worked as a Commercial Casting Director for the past 15 years, and also
as a freelance producer in Film and Television production. She lives with two cats, Squeaker and Jade,
who were both adopted from NYC shelters. For fun, Jen founded and is president of her nonprofit,
Pillows for Paws, helping to make a difference in the lives of shelter animals.
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Casting the first calendar included men they
already knew, like Felicia’s krav maga instructor
and her husband. Some were found through
casting, and a few somehow found them! They
blindly reached out to David Chokachi and John
Fugelsang via Facebook last year and were thrilled
when they both enthusiastically responded!
This year they reached out to several local rescue
groups. Felicia adds, “Sean Casey Animal Rescue
presented Jason Smith, an IT guy from Brooklyn
who is a regular volunteer, and adopter of two
cats and Pam, the sweetest pit bull you’d ever
want to meet.”
Jen says of casting, “[It was] a blast! Not only do
we get to look for handsome men, but we get to
Felicia and Jen met about four years ago at a hear amazing stories of the compassion and love
commercial audition. They discovered that they these men have for animals in need.
both ran organizations providing comfort items
to animals at the 110th Street ACC shelter and Stories were often delivered with raw emotion, and
decided to join forces, and
getting to know someone
maybe even do something
at such a deep level, so
bigger as a team.
quickly, is a privilege. They
truly inspire us to want
The idea for the Tails of
to continue to make a
RescueMen calendar came
difference
for
shelter
while brainstorming fresh ideas
animals. When it comes
to help the animals. Jen, with
down to it, yes, we want to
her casting and production
feature attractive men, but
experience, suggested, “We
their stories have a huge
should produce a calendar
part in our final choices. And
and cast men who have real
12 months is not enough for
stories of rescue, adoption
all the wonderful stories out
and fostering!”
there.”

“Every time someone
buys an animal, they
take away a home for a
shelter animal. Further,
every time an animal
is adopted out of a
shelter, a space is made
for
another
animal
that might otherwise
have been euthanized
due to overcrowding.
Adoption saves lives.”

Between Jen’s experience
The goal of the calendar is
and
Felicia’s
marketing
primarily to raise awareness
background, they knew plenty
to Adopt, Never Shop. We
of handsome actors, models
all know the sad stories
and people from all walks of
and the heartbreak when
life in NYC, so it all just clicked. They somehow put it comes to the homeless population of shelter
together a stellar all-volunteer production team animals. The calendar is a vehicle to bring hope
and wrapped the entire first calendar in just six and a positive outlook in a way that could move
weeks.
The concept of the calendar is to show men with
their actual rescue companions. The human and
animal models offer a little something that appeals
to everyone. Different careers, ethnicities, and
backgrounds show that there are all kinds of men
out there who know better than to buy their furry
friends.
Felicia and Jen add, “We took liberty with cover
model and fitness guru Gregg Avedon for the
2016 calendar. Having rescued his first dog at
age 17, Gregg went on to aid many needy dogs,
bunnies, and even Camille, a duck who had been
injured when she was just a few weeks old. Since
his current rescue, Sammy the rabbit, is in Florida,
Gregg posed for us with bunnies Emily and Emilia,
who had been adopted out of the ACC by one
of Jen’s friends.”

Richard Cerqueira and Chandler
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people forward into a direction of change. Tails of RescueMen is an initiative that promotes this idea
in a way that can inspire and educate people who may not be aware that approximately 35,000
animals are surrendered to the NYC municipal shelter every year. Further, the initiative shows that there
should be no stigma attached to shelter animals, and that the majority of them are loving, happy, and
healthy.
The net proceeds from the calendar benefit Pillows for Paws, which is the umbrella charity for the Tails
of NYC RescueMen calendar. These proceeds will be used to purchase material for handmade beds
and toys made by the volunteers at Pillows for Paws during monthly craft circles, as well as additional
manufactured toys, treats, grooming and medical supplies. Pillows for Paws primarily donates to ACC
of NYC (Animal Care Centers), the city shelter that has a never-ending, constant need for these items.
Donations will also go to their New Hope Partners in their “Spotlight On’ series”, where each month they
make a donation of their handmade beds and toys to a different New Hope partner. In addition, they
help other smaller rescue groups in the NYC area.
They told me that it’s overwhelming how many people go to great lengths to help pets currently in
need, but their efforts will never be enough. We need to stop the problem at the source: slow the
animal surplus! We need to inform the masses about the existence of wretched backyard puppy
mills, the corporate breeders, and the neglectful “boutique” breeders who are in-breeding to such an
extent that many purebreds are now born into very poor health.
Every time someone buys an animal, they take away a home for a shelter animal. Further, every time
an animal is adopted out of a shelter, a space is made for another animal that might otherwise have
been euthanized due to overcrowding. Adoption saves lives.
Felicia and Jen’s final message is, “Since we know that those involved in the animal-welfare world
already understand this message, we strive to extend our reach beyond just this community and get
the message to the rest of society. Featuring a variety of handsome men is expressly designed to
reach a diverse audience! Then we hit ‘em with the message they just may never have heard before:
Adopt, Don’t Shop! for your next furry friend.”
Calendars are available to purchase for $20 now at www.rescuemen.org!
Pillows for Paws is a 501(c)3 non-profit 100% volunteer run organization.
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Less Is More: The New Handbag Manual

Written by Carol Schneider
Photos used with permission

Personal bags are both symbol and servant. They
symbolize needs, work, taste, and status and get
us through the day. They can cost a fortune and
wreck our budget. Whatever your bag choice, I'm
launching a mission to encourage a trend away
from big, heavy bags!
My seven-year vegan lifestyle transformation
informed
my
already-edited
corporate
communication career-inspired tendency to trim
and edit what's not essential. Before paring down
my own life, I believed there was bounty and luxury
in More; now I prefer Less—and avoid anything
that's downright cruel wherever I can.

to end poverty and improve health for women
and children, requiring Melinda’s global travels.
This math- and science-trained leader and mother
of three summarized her quest for workable life
solutions with one beautiful line: "You have to be
elegant in order to be efficient."

Stuffed bags are neither elegant nor efficient,
particularly if you're pawing into a canyon of stuff
walking along streets, sitting in meetings, and
always needing more. Contents are often expired,
literally or figuratively. Sadly, it's high functioning
people who suffer the most: city dwellers using
public transit with long days and heavy essentials;
parents hoisting their kids' lives; executives heaving
The more I learned, the more I shed—always with work-loads instead of off-loading with digital
a feeling of lightness, exuberance and never delegation and deleting.
denial. Thus, I began my SimpleSizeMe work to
help people create leaner, lighter business and Emergencies? Less is more
home lives.
Let's say day-to-day life is a light emergency! I
use a small, cross-body bag ready for anything,
'Be elegant in order to be efficient'
holding just essentials. It's like going commando!
A recent WSJ article about Melinda Gates reveals Full contents disclosure: toothbrush (loaded with
a smart alignment between compassion and one use of paste), personal wipes (yes, that kind....
efficiency. The Gates family’s philanthropy works you never know), band-aids, tiny sample perfume,
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earbuds, phone charger, lipstick, contact lens case
with one use of aspirin/pain killer and vitamin—
and, oh yes, a touch of cash, one credit card, one
debit card, one I.D., and cell phone with precious
photos and documents always backed-up in a
“cloud”. This bag fits inside any larger bag I may
need.

"containers"—but they don't have to be tractortrailer sized.

Work gear, of course, requires more—but pared
down and digital. No just-in-case—instead, just-intime. And Ms. Gates? The article also told of a tech
glitch in her presentation. Her elegant solution: an
old-fashioned question-answer session.

Clearing out debris is exhilarating

If it doesn't "spark joy" you don't need it in
your bag

We can all use Marie Kondo's advice in “The LifeChanging Magic of Tidying Up".   This current bestseller's salient piece of magical advice: keep only
what "sparks joy." Daily needs provide more than
joy, but her advice can help you toss the excess.

Simple tests to clarify what your bag really
needs:

Facing true emergency? Human safety trumps
blush, iPad, protein bars, paper scraps, etc.
Beauty and style seekers: Unload heavy saddlebags
to achieve more elegance (even height).
Executives: Keep it organized--on a laptop or iPad
with easy print access when you get to the office,
not when you are on your way!
Frazzled and stale? Just wash up in a public
bathroom! Better than most deodorants in
summer anyway…or keep one-use portions in a
tiny contact lens case.

Exceptions apply

In winter, a bag can actually warm you (though
consider the opposite during the hot summer).
Bags are artistic expressions of ourselves and serve
as accessories for our attire.
Clearing clutter from anything is thrilling and
cathartic and brings us to our core needs. Start
with your bag and start a new habit to smaller and
simpler—and away from cruelty. See if a couple
of categories below can help get you going and
start editing your bag.
Compassion: Vegans, lead a non-leather smaller
bag trend
Energy: Lighter, slighter materials mean less
processing strain on body and systems
Cost: Less volume takes less money
Space: Less space consumed means more closely
held and less exposure to safety snafus
Organization: Less stuff means more purpose and
organization for your essentials
Movement: Lighter on your feet and less rummaging
around to find stuff
Elegant Style-Setting: Simpler, smaller means
sleeker, elegant—a true Fashionista
"Tell me what you think you need and I'll tell you
how to get along without it," reads a fun Dilbert
cartoon. I say getting along with less brings out
creativity and efficiency in people. Go clean out
your bag—and buy a non-animal, newer, smaller
one!   

If you're pushing back on these SimpleSizing ideas
for your handbag, go with these exceptions:

(editor’s note: Were these tips helpful? How do
you feel about your handbags? Do bags weigh
you down or do you embrace them with style? Is
City dwellers, your own bodies indeed haul you it different for urbanites vs. country living? Tell us
across public transit and distances—so you need your story online here!
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Lois Preps for a Runway Show!

Interviewed by Adrienne Borgersen
Photos: Lois Eastlund, fitness photo: Steven Vandervelden

The glamour, the camera flashes, the
crowds on the edge of their seats. I love
fashion shows—the blossoming creativity,
the new possibilities. They are a lot of fun,
from the perspective of the spectator.

LE: I’m introducing a new fitness line this
fall, so I’ll be showing some of those pieces
mixed in with my regular dress line, as well
as men’s tops. It’s amazing how cohesive it
turned out to be!

It’s a very different story for the designer in
the show. Our very own Lois Eastlund is a
veteran of many fashion shows. But, this
is her first year with Atlantic City Fashion
Week, coming up this November. I’m excited to be attending as well, to cover the
event and help Lois set up, backstage. As
a stylist myself, I love helping her!
Of course, a lot of hard work goes into AB: What is your process for preparing a
prepping for a show, and Lois tells us a bit new line for a fashion show?
about the journey from the sketch pad to
LE: I decide on the fabrics/colors first. I sit
the runway.
with them for a while and let them “speak”
to me. Then I’ll decide on what looks will
Let’s raise the curtain and find out!
tell the story I want to present, and go from
AB: What is the inspiration for your de- there.
signs?
AB: Why do you want to show at Atlantic
LE: I see inspiration everywhere and in ev- City Fashion Week?
erything around me, but my main inspiration comes from the mod style of the 1960’s, LE: Well, I am a “Jersey Girl” (I grew up in
North Edison, although I’ve lived in NYC for
mixed with 1980’s punk.
a long, long time now). So, I think it’s great
to go back and show my collection where
AB: What kind of fabrics do you use?
it all began!
LE: All cotton, or cotton blends, mostly knit
AB: What’s next for you?
jersey.
AB: Do you design for a particular type of LE: As I mentioned, I’m launching a new fitness line, mostly printed cotton lycra legperson or lifestyle?
gings, with matching tunic tops, so that is
LE: It’s hard to say exactly. It used to be keeping me very busy. I’m also showing my
a person, but now, it’s more of a lifestyle. line at a cruelty-free fashion show in NYC in
Fashion trends (cycles) have changed so November. And, of course, continuing to
much over the years, with more clothing co-edit LA Fashionista Compassionista!
becoming seasonless, and definitely more
casual. I’ve evolved as a designer and also Thank goodness for that! Stay tuned for
our next issue, where I’ll report back on the
adapted to what my customers want.
show and Lois’ new looks.
AB: What do you have in store for this
show?
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Prepping for a runway show in 4 “easy” steps....
step #1

Select your
fabrics.
(Let them
“speak” to
you- they’ll
have a lot to
say!).

step #2

Sketch out
your
ideas.

step #3

Make your
patterns, cut
and sew up
your garments.

step #4

Fit and finish!
It’s that easy.
Not!
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Special!!!
50% off select
dress styles, limited
amounts available!

Click here to
Shop Now
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Pet Style:

Great Companies Keeping Companion
Animals and Their Humans Healthy,
Happy and Fabulous!

Written by Sarah Eastin
Photos used by permission

Are you looking for ways you can make your pet’s
lifestyle more compassionate and eco-friendly?
We absolutely love the following businesses and
each of their missions and think you might too!
Our first business is located in Southeast Asia
and has a wonderful business model we just
must share. They also have an online shop that
ships to most places internationally! Bubbly Petz
is an eco-ethical specialty pet supply store and
grooming studio located in a quaint shop house
in the eastern part of Singapore. They advocate
for humane treatment of animals through their
cruelty-free retail store; cage-free, restraint-free,
humane pet grooming services; and, above all,
through education. The mission of Bubbly Petz is to
drive improvement in the treatment of animals in
the grooming industry as well as to inspire conscious
consumerism among pet guardians.

absolutely traumatized when they picked him up
after the session and he was terrified of taking a
shower after that. It was then they learned about
the horrors behind closed doors of some grooming
parlors. From then on, Desmond decided to learn
dog grooming so that he
could groom Chocolate
himself.
Later, he
moved on to become a
professional full-time pet
groomer
specializing
in humane, low-stress
handling methods.

As for Maeve, she joined
the local SPCA through
an internship shortly
after getting Chocolate,
around 2009. That was
a turning point for her
as she learned a lot
about
how
terribly
animals are treated in
Desmond Chan and Maeve Saur founded industries around the world. She realized there
the business because of their little dog named is no difference between Chocolate and other
Chocolate. When he was much younger, animals and eventually decided to commit to a
Chocolate had a bad experience at a vegan lifestyle. Bubbly Petz became a platform
neighborhood grooming salon.
He seemed for Maeve to create awareness about animal
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issues and inspire pet guardians to make the
connection.
Maeve and Desmond work closely with a holistic
vet and a dog training school specializing in
positive training methods to make sure they’re
always on track. They collaborate with animal
welfare groups/animal shelters and government
organizations to spread the animal protection
message.
Bubbly Petz retail arm carries only pet products that
are not tested on animals and as environmentallyfriendly as possible. Among the items they have
are cruelty-free pet grooming products, toys, treats
and accessories made with natural plant-based,
recyclable and biodegradable ingredients and
packaging.

For services, they offer grooming for dogs and cats
using humane handling methods in their cagefree, restraint-free studio, with special days of the
week allocated to feline-only grooming for a lowstress environment. They value transparency, and
grooming is open concept where the humans
can stay close to watch their animal friends
getting groomed. They focus a lot on groomerclient communication to address their companion
animals’ grooming needs.
Desmond and Maeve believe that knowledge is
power and have an awesome education program
along with their services! Once a week they
conduct educational workshops on basic dog
care and grooming essentials within the premises
in an effort to promote owners’ upkeep of their
pets’ physical well-being beyond the studio’s
quarters. They are also grateful for opportunities
to speak at national education tours for young
students and community pet-related events to
share how grooming is part of responsible pet
ownership. Awareness and education have
also been important towards helping to end
destructive and cruel practices in our society.
Among the issues they’re passionate in sharing
about are puppy/kitty mills, animal testing, and

factory farming; it seems it’s easier for people with
companion animals to relate to other animals,
and that’s why Desmond and Maeve see a great
need to include an education component in the
business. How fantastic is all that!?!?

For those of you not able to make it to Singapore,
Bubbly Petz has an online store! You can find
them at www.bubbly-petz.com. You can also
find them on Facebook, and Instagram too, at
@bubblypetz. Grooming services are local to
Singapore and most of the products are available
to be shipped internationally; do drop them an
email info@bubbly-petz.com for questions and
shipping quotes.
If you are in the US,
you also have several
ways to encourage
and
purchase
compassionate
and
eco-friendly pet care
products. One of these
options is the online
business Eco Dogs and
Cats. Eco Dogs and Cats
was created for the
purpose of introducing
environmentally
conscious,
vegan,
natural products for
dogs and cats and is based out of California.
Delta Farrington, who has been a passionate
vegan herself for 27 years, is the founder and
owner of Eco Dogs and Cats. She saw a real need
for this type of company and also saw that there
were other people who wanted support with
compassionate, cruelty-free and
eco-friendly pet care. The list of
products available through their
online store is huge; some of the
products they offer include food,
treats, homeopathic medicine
vitamins and supplements, toys
made from recycled materials,
collars and leashes, beds, and much more. Looking
through their online store is quite impressive; I didn’t
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know such cool pet products existed!
You can find Eco Dogs and Cats at:
https://www.ecodogsandcats.com/
Email: info@ecodogsandcats.com
Another pet care company in the US is a relatively
new business that will be opening up a physical
shop soon. Applehead Pet Boutique, which will
be located in Cincinnati, is owned by Desh
Rain. Applehead is a place for activists, animals,
purveyors of fine pet products, and groomers for
social good. Applehead is an ethical pet boutique
with all your pet necessities, luxuries and grooming
supplies. It’s a place that's more than a store. Each
item and service betters our world; with each
product they have, you bring health to your pet,
support to your community and a positive impact
on the environment.

much longer!
Applehead’s personal brand treats are packed
with only healing and healthy ingredients. Each
ingredient is an organic whole food that has a
purpose to benefit your dog. Desh has 6 recipes
and the sale of one of these recipes benefits a
local program to help pay for childcare for low
income families.
Sales from their soon to be available “Animal States”
T-shirts will go towards allowing local rescues to
use their grooming services to help foster doggies
find forever homes. For example, ten percent of
Ohio state tees, goes in an account to help cover
cost of discounted or free grooming provided to
rescue groups for dogs needing forever homes.
And, ten percent of all animal state tees outside
of Ohio will go to different local rescue groups to
be used as needed.
Many products are already listed on the website
given below; we can’t wait to hear how successful
Desh will be when she opens the doors at
Applehead!
You can reach Desh and Applehead Boutique at:
info@appleheadboutique.com
Downtown Cincinnati, Central Business District
(address to come later)
Grand opening Nov. 20th 2015

Finally, we have the wonderful Bren Hamilton, who
is a Vegan Lifestyle Coach and Educator (VLCE)
and offers a range of compassionate pet style
items. In 2006, Bren decided
to start her own pet business
by
purchasing
existing
business, Pet Blessings. At
that time, Pet Blessings only
sold engraved ID tags. One
Photo credits: Amy Elisabeth Spasoff @ Amy Elisabeth
Photography
tag in particular, a St. Francis
pet medal, really spoke to
her. Bren wasn't brought
When Applehead opens its doors, it will have a up Catholic but always felt
hard sought out collection of products made that St. Francis loved and
by artisans, local companies, small businesses protected her, her pets, all
and vegan businesses. Applehead will have the people and animals.
best vendors, offering the cutest bow ties, vegan
leather leads and collars, unique recycled bicycle As part of living a vegan lifestyle, Bren decided
tire dog collars and so much more.
to create a small line of vegan, eco-friendly dog
collars, leashes, bandanas and bowties. Bren was
Applehead’s grooming salon will employ hand already custom making and selling vegan collars
crafted organic shampoos, conditioners and and leashes and still does. These products are not
essential oils with carefully selected ingredients to quite as eco-friendly as the new range because
cater to the pet’s specific skin needs. Using nature of the nylon webbing. It’s important to Bren to
to groom instead of harsh chemicals really brings create products that are kind to all animals and
out the best coat texture and shine and keeps the the environment and are sweatshop-free, too.  
pet’s natural oils to alleviate sensitive and itchy
skin, not to mention the amazing smell, which lasts The webbing used in the new range is 100%
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organically
g r o w n
European
hemp, which is
also combed
and weaved
in-house by the
manufacturer
to ensure true
purity
and
environmental
sustainability.
The
cottons
used are also
100% organic
and free of
pesticides.
Pesticides
can leak from
cottons
for
years; this is
why organic cotton is a healthier alternative for
pets. Creating and developing this product line is
important to Bren because she believes that many
pet guardians want to make compassionate
choices with every purchase made for their
pets that extend to all animals, people and the
environment.

that foster pets rarely, if ever, have their own
personalized ID to keep them safe until they find
their forever home. Due to financial constraints,
many rescues and shelters can't afford ID tags for
foster pets. Foster pets are also at particularly high
risk for running away. To solve this problem, Bren
designed writeable waterproof ID tags for fosters
and newly rescued animals. All that's needed
is a Sharpie pen to write down the guardian's
telephone number, and the pet now has ID to
keep them safe. For every purchase made, Bren
donates a writeable ID to a rescue on behalf of
each customer's pet. This means a foster pet will
receive personalized ID to keep them safe until
they find their forever home. To date, over 1,400
foster pets have received Pet Blessings writeable ID
tags, and Bren’s first big
goal is 5,000.

Providing high quality, robust, engraved ID tags
for pets is also important for Bren, as she knows this
can be a lost pet's quickest passport home. Having
volunteered at shelters, she’s
seen too many pets arrive
that are loved companions
and not unwanted and
abandoned. They were lost
wearing only a collar and no ID. Many people rely
on microchips; however, these can migrate under
a pet's shoulder blade and be difficult to scan.
A busy tech doesn’t have the time to search for
a microchip that might not even be present. In
the sad event a pet is lost or escaped, Bren wants
them to be on their way home as soon as found

If your rescue organization is interested in receiving
a donation of writeable ID tags or items for auction,
Pet Blessings would love to hear from you!

Bren also supports rescues
by donating ID tags,
collar and leash sets for
auction. Recently, from
a few donations made
to Poodle Rescue of Vermont, $250 was raised. It’s
a fantastic way to raise funds, and shipping was
also covered, so the rescue could utilize 100% of
the funds raised.

You can find Bren and her wonderful products at:
www.petblessings.com
petblessings@petblessings.com
facebook: petblessings
www.vegandogcollars.com
bren@vegandogcollars.com
A big thank you to all the wonderful businesses
that spoke with us for this article and also a HUGE
thank you for all you are doing to create a kind
and compassionate world for animals and a
healthy home for humans, too!

“BONUS GIVEAWAY!! 3 LUCKY WINNERS WILL
RECEIVE $75 TO SPEND AT petblessings.com.
CHECK OUR NEWSLETTER, FACEBOOK, TWITTER
AND INSTAGRAM PAGES FOR DETAILS AND
versus taken to a shelter to be scanned. Engraved WINNER ANNOUNCEMENTS!”
ID says someone loves me and wants me home!
During her time as a volunteer, Bren also realized
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Up for Discussion:
Ellen DeGeneres: Another One Bites the Dust?
by Adrienne Borgersen

Looks like our long time, vegan, celebrity heroine Ellen DeGeneres has joined the ranks of vegan
celebrity recidivism.
The vegan community looked up to her when she promoted her vegan lifestyle, the way the LGBT
community looked up to her when she came out as a lesbian.
There has been some controversy over some of her choices, like eating eggs from “happy chickens”
(OK, maybe there are farm chickens who get to live out there lives after they can’t produce eggs
anymore); and being a spokesperson for Cover Girl, a company that notoriously tests on animals.
Does she not know? Has she been told otherwise? Is she working on change from the inside? She’s
been curiously silent on that matter and it seems like the public let those things slide.
Now, she is coming out with a new clothing line that includes leather shoes and cashmere sweaters. I
won’t name the company because as an ethical vegan, I won’t support it.
Disappointing is a mild way to describe my feelings on the matter. There are petitions going around
with pleas for Ellen to reconsider. There are open letters of criticism from animal and even LGBT activists.
I do support those and encourage you to read them.
Why would someone whose personal brand as an animal lover and activist, make a choice to represent
and profit from the torture and slaughter of these animals?
It would be easy to “excuse” Ms. DeGeneres, as just another wishy washy celebrity, changing their
mind. It often seems like Hollywood news is meant to temporarily shock us, but hardly affect our lives.
Is this like when Zayne left One Direction? Or when Game of Thrones killed off Jon Snow? The reality is,
that celebrities often affect the decision making of the masses. Not only does this decision kill billions
of animals every year, it directly affects our health and our environment. Animal leather production
involves thousands of toxic chemicals that leech into water supplies, around the world. Factory farmed
animals take millions of tons of water and acres of felled trees to raise and feed them. The many tons
of excrement pollute the water and land around them. The gases pollute the air. The land and natural
resources we need to live are dying. Animals are being bred, just to be killed. For shoes and sweaters?
Really?
We know that Ms. DeGeneres knows this, she has spoken about it, herself.
We know there are beautiful textiles, even more durable than leather, available to use right now. Ms.
DeGeneres has the knowledge and the means to make this choice.
Is this the example she now chooses to set? I don’t get it. Do you?
Tell us how you feel and what you think we can do about it. Talk to us.
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Entrepreneur Spotlight:

Beth Lockwood, Founder and CEO of Green Scene NYC

Interviewed by Adrienne Borgersen
Beth volunteering at an AdoptNY Event.

Beth Lockwood has been one of my closest friends for at least 20 years. I don’t remember the exact
year our friendship began, but I do remember it started with our love of music, rock & roll style and all
the adventures that go along with that!
But life wasn’t all partying; we were young adults and also building our careers. I clearly remember
when Beth left her corporate job at a well known Destination Management Company (DMC) and decided to start her own business. I thought, “Wow, you can do that?” She was one of the first entrepreneurs I knew. I remember helping her toss around ideas for the title of her new business, until her brand
new company “Details NYC” was born. Yup, she did it and is still doing it today!
I was also there to support her when she became a vegan…another proud moment!
Fast forwarding, in the past few years we’ve worked on projects together and have volunteered for
animal causes together. Most recently, Beth was instrumental in the success of LAFC’s launch party.
You may have seen her photos on our website and her ads in the magazine.
Now, I want all of you to know this consummate and compassionate professional, as well as get a peek
inside the evolution of an entrepreneur. Businesses change, all the time, for various reasons. What
happens when you make a decision that changes your whole life…and your newfound values conflict
with the career you’ve built? Beth, like many of us, is on that path, experiencing ups and downs but
determined to live her life’s calling. Here is how Beth branched out, beyond her successful DMC, into
a whole new concept that allows her to live an authentic life.
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AB: What inspired you to start your newest venture, Green Scene NYC?
BL: I have been planning events for over 25 years. Right after I became vegan, it started to bother me
deeply that I was planning events for clients who wanted meat and dairy on their menu. Many wanted
to go to the best stores to buy leather shoes and jackets or take a horse and carriage ride through
Central Park. It became so clear to me that I was profiting off of the cruelty of animals in almost everything I planned. I wanted to find a way to align my passion for animals and the planet into my work. So,
I created GREEN SCENE NYC, an all Green, Vegan, Cruelty Free, Event Planning Company.
AB: When did you become vegan and why did you make that choice?
BL: About 4 years ago. The number one reason was that I no longer wanted to support cruelty to animals. What drove me was my awakening to how horrible factory farming is to the animals I love so
much and the beautiful planet we live on. I care so deeply about both.
AB: What kind of events do you plan?
BL: I do many different kinds of events. To start, I was very excited and proud [that Green Scene NYC
was] selected event planner as part of the core team in planning the launch party for your very own
LAFC magazine. That was so inspiring. I also plan events that have to do with animal rights and rescue
organizations, expos, fundraisers and really fun, one-of-a-kind social occasions. Before I started Green
Scene NYC, I spent many years organizing multi-day incentive trips and meetings from around the
globe. We have recently been asked by a few of our corporate clients to plan some green tours and
events for them. So, this is extremely exciting for us. We are the very first all Green/Vegan Event Planning company to offer 100% cruelty free programs to the corporate market. We know there are a lot
of companies out there who offer green components or have some green policies they follow. But,
nobody is doing what we are doing on this level. We are the pioneers.

Catskill Animal Sanctuary Shindig 2013
Photo: Beth’s personal collection
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AB: What kind of education or training did you complete to be qualified for this business?
BL: Personally, I was very determined to work in the hospitality industry at a young age. I used my office
skills to land my first job in the industry, working in the New York sales office for a large Mexican hotel
chain. After visiting several of the Mexican destinations, I fell in love with Cancun, Mexico and eventually accepted a position there as International Sales Manager for a destination management and
event planning company. This changed my career path, and I never looked back. Cancun/Riviera
Maya is a very eco-friendly resort destination. They have always had green hotels, bio reserves and
land protected by the government to care for the ocean and wildlife. That has always inspired me.
AB: What kind of training do you need to plan events and tours?
BL: Well, there are several schools that give courses in Event Planning and Hospitality Management.
We always encourage education, but there is nothing like hands on experience. So, if someone were
interested I would suggest to intern, volunteer and take on a mentor in the field.
AB: What is your favorite part of your business?
BL: As far as event planning, my favorite part is
creating unique experiences for people. I love
the creative side of things. I love when I get
a request for something challenging, figure it
out and deliver it to the client. The other part is
knowing that I am making a difference for the
animals and leaving a lighter footprint on the
earth with the work I do.
AB: What was the best event you’ve ever
planned?
BL: There have been so many memorable
events. But, I would have to say some of my
favorites are the “Community Service Events,.”
[such as] one in particular that I planned in
Mexico where we had 200 people involved in
restoring an elementary school in a very poor
neighborhood. We cleaned the property,
planted beautiful trees, fixed the bathrooms
with new toilet seats, and provided new basketball and soccer equipment for the children.
After we were finished, all the children were invited for an after party to see their brand new
school. It was very heartwarming and left a
lasting impact on me as well as everyone involved.
AB: What are some of the challenges you’ve
faced with various projects or clients?

LAFC Launch Party Feb 2015
Photo: Beth’s personal collection
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BL: The event planner is the middle-man, working with all types of clients from around the
globe, local suppliers and a team of staff and
guides. We have to orchestrate all of that to
create a flawless experience. So, just working
with and understanding all the different personalities and cultures is a challenge in itself.
Then there are the challenges during the planning stages. There are many situations that take
place. For example, having certain services
booked and contracted and a client may
change their mind at the last minute, wanting
to add or take away elements of the event. So,
we have to work on the spot to try and deliver

what is requested. This is where being prepared on site with
all our contacts and expertise is very important. There is also
the situation where a vendor doesn’t come through the way
they promised. This happens more times than one can imagine. That is why in my business it is crucial that I “advance” an
event hours before to go over all the details and put out any
fires before the start of the event. The key is that our clients
never know all the behind the scenes nightmares that come
up. We make sure when our clients arrive everything is as expected and the client has a great time. Regardless of what
challenges are put in front of us, it is important that we have
great relationships with our vendors and a reputation of having integrity and trust. That is when people want to help you
and will bend over backwards to move mountains for you.
AB: What has been your biggest achievement and biggest
obstacle in running your own business?
BL: Last month was my 13 year anniversary as an entrepreneur. And even through some of the hardest times, I would
say getting to the 13 year mark is a big achievement on its
own. The biggest obstacle I would say has to be wearing all
the hats. As many of us know, when we first start out we do it
all by ourselves. For some of us that is a few months to many
years. Regardless of how long [we’ve been doing this work],
it takes a lot of discipline and drive to keep that going while
marketing our business, earning and building a great reputation and just keeping all the wheels turning.

Beth Lockwood, Founder, CEO Green Scene, NYC
Photo: Beth’s personal collection

AB: As an entrepreneur, working for yourself, do you find it difficult to balance your personal and professional life?
BL: I have always been very, very good at the personal life/work balance. When I am extremely busy,
I know I just have to focus on that. But, as soon as I come out of the storm I make sure to take time to
do the things I enjoy. Even on a day-to-day basis I try to have that balance.
AB: What does “Image” mean to you? Is it important in your business?
BL: Image is very important and I pay attention according to the sort of event I am planning and to my
client. For example, if I have a very corporate event, I will definitely dress the part. If I am planning a
trendier event, I will wear something more hip and cool. If I am planning a tour or event to an animal
sanctuary, I know I can just wear jeans and sneakers. First impressions are so important as well. If you
are dressed inappropriately for a particular situation it is just going to be a turn off to your client and the
people who you are working around and [who are working] with you.
AB: What is your personal style?
BL: My personal style is more hip and stylish. I am not a big fan of the corporate look personally. I would
rather wear a pair of leggings with awesome high heels and a nice jacket –something along those
lines. That doesn’t include when I go to rock concerts. That’s a whole different thing. Hahaha!
AB: So you dress for the occasion, but what makes your style “you”?
BL: My style reflects how I feel about myself. I still like to have that young, trendy
edge about how I dress, yet for the more mature and modern woman that I am.
I mean, sometimes I still want to dress like I am 25, but nature does not always
allow, hahaha! So, it’s finding that balance between still being able to wear
certain pieces that are from that time, but dressing them with something more
mature.
That’s good style advice for anyone!
Learn more and book your events with Beth at www.greenscenenyc.com
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Beauty From The Inside Out
Written By Hadas Marguelis
Photo: Hadas Marguelis

Vegan (and Gluten-Free!) Sultry Sweet Potato Muffins
As a holistic nutritionist, I truly believe that beauty comes from the inside out. The food we eat has the
power to transform our complexion, brighten our eyes, strengthen and illuminate our hair, and give us
that youthful glow better than any product we can buy.
These muffins avoid all grains and refined sugar, which can irritate the gut and lead to bloating and
breakouts. Much to the contrary, they’re loaded with superfoods and whole foods directly linked to
making us look and feel beautiful.
How do they do it? First: sweet potatoes! Not only do these bright beauties lend a dessert-like sweetness and irresistibly moist texture to our healthy muffins, but they’re also abundant in antioxidants,
which help the body detox and combat inflammation.
Inflammation is the body’s response to toxins. Blemishes and bloating are a couple of examples of the
inflammatory conditions that sweet potatoes fight against. And, due to their high beta-carotene content, sweet potatoes moisturize the scalp, nourish the hair and help you grow long and luscious locks.
For even more beauty-boosting flavor, I added goji berries and cacao nibs. Both are high in antioxidants. The antioxidants specifically found in raw cacao boost our mood by increasing levels of neurotransmitters that promote a sense of well-being. And of course, happiness within shines without, so
make these muffins and look and feel slammin’.
Serves: 12

Ingredients

2 ripe bananas
2 medium sweet potatoes, baked
4 flax or chia seed eggs
1/2 cup almond butter
4 tablespoons coconut oil
1/2 cup coconut flour
2 teaspoons cinnamon
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon baking powder
pinch of sea salt
1/3 cup goji berries
1/3 cup cacao nibs + 1/4 cup to sprinkle on top

Instructions

Bake the sweet potatoes for 45 minutes at 375 degrees.
Prepare the chia or flax eggs in a large mixing bowl by combining 1 tablespoon of chia seeds or
ground flax seeds with 3 tablespoons of water for each egg, letting the mixture sit in the refrigerator for
15 minutes.
In the meantime, preheat the oven to 350 degrees.
Add the bananas, nut butter, coconut oil, and sweet potatoes to the “eggs,” mashing together with a
fork.
Add the coconut flour, cinnamon, baking soda, baking powder, and sea salt. Mix thoroughly.
Add your goji berries and cacao nibs and mix again.
Divide the batter evenly into a muffin tray.
Sprinkle the remaining cacao nibs on top.
Bake for 27-33 minutes, until a knife comes out clean.
Let the muffins cool for 5-10 minutes before sliding a knife around the edge of each muffin to loosen
and remove from the tray.
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Events, Openings and Happenings
…and other Fun Stuff for a Compassionate World
(All dates and events subject to change. Watch the event websites and Facebook pages for details and
updates)

Now Open:
3 Brothers Vegan Cafe, Copiague, NY http://www.3brothersvegancafe.com
Vegan Scene, Venice, CA https://veganscene.com/
Vaute (Pop Up Shop) Venice, CA http://vautecouture.com/
Woodstock Farm Sanctuary Grand Re Opening High Falls, NY (Visitor info here:
http://woodstocksanctuary.org

September:
Sept 19: BB in NYC! Bourgeois Boheme showcase at Moo Shoes NYC
https://www.bboheme.com
Sept 19: Vaute NYC Store opening, 250 Mott Street, NYC www.vautecouture.com
Sept 19: In Defense of Animals 6th Annual Vegan Spirituality Retreat, Gladwynn, PA
http://www.idausa.org/campaigns/council-sustainable-activism/vegan-spirituality-retreat/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/719883461471554 Featuring Victoria Moran
Sept 20: Vegan Shop Up! Spreadhouse, 116 Suffolk St, NYC https://veganshopup.wordpress.com/
Sept 23: LAUGHING FOR ANIMALS: A COMEDY SHOWCASE TO BENEFIT WOODSTOCK FARM SANCTUARY
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/laughing-for-animals-a-comedy-showcase-to-benefit-woodstock-farmsanctuary-tickets-18467459669
A super fun event to raise funds for this awesome, animal rescue farm.
Sept 26: Vegan Pressure Cooking, Whole Foods Market, Yale, Tulsa, OK
Reserve your spot http://www.eventbrite.com/e/jl-fields-cooking-demo-and-book-signing-tickets-18171180490
Sept 26: VegansEatWhat.com with Chef Sarah Eastin Denver, CO
http://www.brownpapertickets.com/event/1766185?utm_source=Vegans+Eat+What+Newsletter&u
tm_campaign=3e57c17fb3-VegansEatWhat%3F_+July_2015_E_Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_
term=0_abbc4ed523-3e57c17fb3-99500317
Sept 27: Poplar Springs Animal Sanctuary 18th Annual Open House and Fundraiser. Poolsville, MD
RSVP Required. http://www.animalsanctuary.org/events/2015-events/ Featuring Victoria Moran
Sept 28: Vegan Ventures by Katrina Fox, Worldwide Digital Book Release
http://veganbusinessmedia.com/vegan-ventures-about

October:
Oct 2: Atlantic City Fashion Week, Atlantic City, NJ
http://www.atlanticcityfashionweek.net Featuring designs by Lois Eastlund
Oct 3: Catskill Animal Sanctuary Annual Shindig, Saugerties, NY https://casanctuary.org/shindig/
Oct 2 - 8: Main Street Vegan Academy, NYC http://mainstreetvegan.net/academy/
Featuring lecture by Adrienne Borgersen. $250 Discount when you mention LAFC!!
Oct 10: Fundraiser for Woodstock Farm Sanctuary
https://donate.woodstocksanctuary.org/brooklyn-nyc/events/woodstock-williamsburg/e57977
Hosted by The Vegan Mos in NYC
Oct 10: Vegan Shop Up! Pine Box Rock Shop Brooklyn, NY https://veganshopup.wordpress.com/
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Oct 10 - 11: VegFestUK London, England http://www.vegfest.co.uk/ Featuring Victoria Moran
Oct 12: Vegan Pop-Up Market Colorado Springs, CO
http://www.meetup.com/ColoradoSpringsVeg/events/224453077/
Oct 18: Unity of New York, Symphony Space NYC http://www.unityofnewyork.org/
Featuring Victoria Moran at 11AM
Oct 19: Vegan Ventures, by Katrina Fox, NYC Book Signing
https://www.facebook.com/veganbusinessmedia?fref=ts http://veganbusinessmedia.com
Oct 24: Farm Sanctuary Gala, The Plaza, NYC http://www.farmsanctuary.org/events/
Oct 25: Vegan Shop Up! Moo Shoes 78 Orchard Street, New York, NY
https://veganshopup.wordpress.com/

November:
Nov 1: SoCal Vegfest 2015 on the campus of Orange Coast College Costa Mesa, CA.
https://www.facebook.com/SoCalVegfest/posts/1656844207884314
Nov 1 - January 3: Bryant Park Holiday Pop Up, NYC
http://www.bryantpark.org/plan-your-visit/wv-events.html
Breaking news - this year, visit Michelle Leon Vegan Accessory Designs at Kiosk #90!
Nov 7: TampaBay VegFest Tampa, FL http://www.tampabayvegfest.org Featuring Victoria Moran
Nov 14: VegFestLondon London, Ontario http://www.vegfestlondon.com Featuring Victoria Moran
Nov 21: Anti Fur Fashion Show, NYC
https://www.facebook.com/AntiFurSociety?pnref=lhc http://www.afsconference.org/
Featuring designs by Lois Eastlund, Vaute and Brave GentleMan

December:
Dec 16: The Jazzy Veg Podcast w/ LAFC http://www.jazzyvegetarian.com/links.html

Coming Soon!
TBD Oct: Lois Eastlund Fashion Fitness Launch Trunk Show www.loiseastlund.com
TBD late October, Riverdel Fine Foods Store Opening Brooklyn, NY www.riverdelcheese.com
TBD Brave Gentleman Store Opening Brooklyn, NY http://www.bravegentleman.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ethicallyhandsome?fref=ts&ref=br_tf
TBD November: LAFC Holiday issue featuring our cover story with The Jazzy Vegetarian
Subscribe FREE www.lafcnyc.com

Closings:
GustOrganics 519 Avenue of the Americas, NYC.
We’re sad to say this Union Square vegan staple has closed their compassionate kitchen. We will
miss their pumpkin pancakes, mushroom ravioli and carrot cake. But, we’re excited to watch
powerhouse Kiki Adami’s next move! Stay tuned for more…
Sustainable NYC 139 Avenue A
This gift shop built from 300-year-old reclaimed lumber selling all things local, organic and recycled
has shut its doors. We loved the wide selection, including vegan nail polishes and purses made of
soda can tabs that looked like chain mail. They had all kinds of beauty products and Beautiful Birdie
demonstrated their makeup line, next to the cafe in the back, with the best iced matcha tea.
Are you hosting, participating in, or know of a plant-based event that you’d like to promote on our
calendar? Contact us at info@lafcnyc.com.
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The. last. page.
By Lois Eastlund
photos: Lois Eastlund

I grew up in NJ with a full backyard garden. If it grew in the
Garden State, we grew it. We
had every single vegetable,
berry, and fruit. We even had
grapes, (red and white), apple
and pear trees. I had no idea
how lucky I was until I moved
to NYC and had to pay for my
fresh veggies!
Fortunately, I live near the famous Union Square Greenmarket, so I can still get my fix of
my favorite veggie of all time,
yellow (wax) string beans. I love
them raw!
On a recent stroll through the
farmers markets, I was struck by
all of the vibrant colors. Beauty
really is all around, you just
need to see it!
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